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Very Dear Friends!
During the month of March, we usually mark two major events in the Church: the season of
Lent, and the feast day of our Institute, the Annunciation, on March 25th. This year, Easter will
be on April 12th. The period of Lent is a liturgical time which aims to prepare us for spiritual
conversion, for inner transformation in order to get ready for the Easter feast. Let’s not forget
that in this respect the spirituality of the 5-5-5 can help us to focus on the essentials of charity
and of unconditional love.
From the beginnings of the Church, the Lenten period has been the perfect time to prepare
catechumens to receive the sacraments of Christian initiation usually during the Easter Vigil. For
those who are already incorporated into the Church, this is an opportunity to renew our
baptismal promises through recalling the passion, death and resurrection of Christ Who went to
the very end of His mission.
Our March OVM project is more specifically directed to the Kerala Region in India. We
already touched on the history of the foundation in India in our November 2019 letter. At that
time, we mentioned that in 2017 the District of India had been separated into two distinct
Regions, Kerala and Tamil Nadu which are, geographically speaking, two neighbouring states in
the southern part of India. This separation into two distinct Regions aimed at better favouring
the specific cultures of each state, and to better accompany and manage the new and numerous
vocations arising there, among other things, by establishing new places of formation.
We shall not come back here on the details of the foundation in India. If this interests you, you
are invited to re-read the letter of November 2019. However, we can simply indicate that this
beautiful founding adventure in this country began in the 1960’s and continues to this day.
During this whole time, numerous vocations have emerged like ripe fruits ready for the mission.
Indeed, the Regions of India are currently offering missionaries for other countries which are in
shortage of priests, for example.
At once, we must mention that these two Regions, especially Kerala, are in great financial need
on account of the numerous floods experienced over the last two years. These floods have been
devastating for the plantations and the centres of formation that must be partially rebuilt. You
can read below the specifics of their needs.
In the meantime, I wish you all an excellent Lenten season and a very happy feast of the
Annunciation.

May God bless the Institute growing in Kerala and may the Virgin of the Annunciation
accompany all of you according to your needs.

S. James Dunstan, I.V.Dei
Director General

Vocational Camps
There is a need to promote vocational activities and sessions very especially for the
candidates to priesthood, before the next academic year that begins in June 2020. The
Kerala Regional Council has discussed and has decided to entrust this responsibility to
the Seminary Prefects in cooperation with the Vocation and Mission Committee. The
vocational camps will be organized after the annual exams, by the end of March. These
camps will be set up for students interested in the Voluntas Dei Institute, giving them the
opportunity to learn about themselves, and to better understand the will of God in their
lives.
To set up these vocational promotion camps, some financial support is welcome. We
thank in advance the OVM donators for their generous contribution.
We will pray for all of your needs! May the Lord bless you abundantly!

S. James Dunstan, I.V.Dei
Director General

